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Surviving First Night Out: 6 TO DOs for a Safe Area

2014-04-07 16:09:43 By Fred Tyrell

If you are going to truly be prepared for a disaster, you will have a number of bug out locations
selected. This includes ones that may be located far away from your present location.

The things you do on your first night away from home can truly make a difference in how well your
escape plays out. Planning is always needed for every aspect of bug out plans, including how you will
choose and get to your first night safe area.

1. Assign Jobs to All Members of the Traveling Party

When it comes to running an efficient household, business, or even a military operation, each person
must be part of a team with clearly defined goals and jobs.

Your bug out plans will work much better when you assign everyone a primary and secondary job. It
will also be of immense benefit to make backup plans in case someone is unable to do their job.

Cross-training and practice before SHTF will make it easier to figure out who should do each job, as
well as give everyone a chance to see how their contributions will be of benefit.

2. Finding a Safe Night Shelter Before Reaching Bug Out Location

During the planning stages, you should select two or more sites that move you towards your bug out
location, yet can be reached in 6 - 15 hours by car. It is very important to know how long it will take to
get to each destination by alternate routes, as well as during peak and lull travel hours.

For example, if you have to work your way out from the middle of a big city, it will take longer during
rush hour. You may also run more risks of Martial Law, closed roads, riots, and other problems that
will slow you down.

It is also very important to physically visit potential first night shelter sites. The best places will be
ones well off the beaten path for both tourists and everyday traffic.

An ideal location will also have good cover, high points for observation, and a water source. If
possible, you should also look for natural dead ends or other land features that give you an
advantage if someone moving into the area seems hostile.

3. Preparing to Bug Out

In time of chaos, even people that you trust can panic and turn on you. This is why you should keep
your entire bug out plans secret. If you need to know how to do things, look the information up on
your own and then experiment until you are confident of your skills.

All needed supplies and firearms must be purchased in small parcels as not to draw attention. Hide
bug out necessities in small cashes in and around the house, place some at the bug out site, and also
along the way.
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It is also very important to practice with firearms and other weapons far away from the prying eyes of
neighbors and friends. Always re-evaluate and update your plans to accommodate changes in the
travel party as well as anything else that might affect the group.

4. Determining if a Location Is Safe

Even though a site may look ideal during peace times, others may also think about going to the same
place.  Therefore, you will need to make a final assessment before setting up camp.  When your party
is about 2 miles away, send in a recon group to quietly check over the site.

The recon group should move slowly into the area, stop, look, and listen. Wait a few seconds before
moving again. After the whole perimeter has been checked, rechecked, and found clean, then the rest
of the party can gradually move in.

As a word of caution, if something feels wrong, then it usually is. In the event that the area is
occupied, quietly and safely return to the group and head for the other pre- selected site as quickly
and quietly as possible.

5. Securing Your Perimeter

I personally prefer to use two perimeters, an outer at 75 yards from the camp, and an inner one at 25
yards. Along the outer perimeter, use the natural lay of the land to direct unwanted intruders into a
booby trapped area.

These traps can be as simple as trip wires, leg snares, or dead falls. When these traps are sprung,
screams and other noises give away the presence of intruders. They will usually run and not look back
once they know they’ve been found.

Conceal armed entries on the inner perimeter using fox holes and other types of camouflage. Their
job is to challenge any strangers who are trying to enter this area. You should also have other sentries
to cover the camp.  If intruders make it to the inner perimeter, they may try to overrun the camp. Be
prepared to treat these people as hostile, and use as much force as necessary to defend yourself and
your family.
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6. Guard Shifts

Protecting your overnight location, and beyond will be a 24 hour a day job. A simple rotating work
schedule should be broken into 8 - 12 hour shifts. Each shift must have guards, workers, and those
who are resting, but can be used to reinforce other shift positions. Never create a pattern that reveals
group strength, or anything else that enemies can use during an ambush.

Before bugging out, you need to have a secret, well-rehearsed plan that ensures survival and
well-being of everyone involved in the travel party. This includes being able to set up and recon
perimeters in overnight areas as well as at your bug out location.

From setting up booby traps to assigning cooking schedules, making sure that everyone has a job and
knows how to do it will reduce frustrations and ensure safety.

CLICK HERE to find out more about bugging out safely and surviving off grid.

This article has been written by Fred Tyrell for Survivopedia.
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